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Abstract 

The paper explores how a Danish case study (Hornstrup & Madsen 2015) can inspire future 

research on Relational Leadership and OD using both a constructionist and entity perspective. In a 

constructionist, leadership is a situational and contextual embedded processes with a primary 

emphasis on the way leaders and followers are co-constructed through discursive and dialogic 

practices (Barge & Fairhust 2011, Hosking 2007, Ospina & Foldby 2010), and an entity perspective 

proposes studying leadership through establishing casual relationships of the outcome and the 

behaviour of leaders or followers, or the quality of their relationship (Ospina & Uhl-Bien 2012a). 

 

The case study is designed as an action research process (McNiff & Whitehead 2008) and it draws 

direct inspiration from both entity (e.g. Shamir et.al. 2007, Ashkanasy et.al. 2012) and 

constructionist (Barge 2012, Gergen 2008, 2009) leadership researchers, where there seems to be an 

obvious space for mutual inspiration (Hosking 2011). Not with the intention to merge the different 

perspectives, but to create a productive interplay among these perspectives (Uhl-bien 2006).  

 

We close the paper by highlighting further research perspectives such as closer researcher – 

practitioner interaction, a focus on how both organization wide macro processes and local micro 

practices play a role in understanding leadership and change, and we invite further research on 

resistance to change and employee and middle manager participation as specific areas of further 

research. 
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Background 

As in many other countries, a focus on creating more effective and more citizen and patient oriented 

welfare systems within both social services, healthcare and other areas, has a high priority in the 

Danish Municipalities. This case study was conducted in Varde Municipality, a local public 

organization with an elected political Board.  Varde Municipality, like other municipalities, deliver 

services such as: Social Services and Local Psychiatry, Primary Education, Child Care, Local 

Healthcare, and Elderly care.  

 

Over the last three years Varde Municipality and joint action (1) has collaborated on a Research and 

Development (R&D) project using Relational Coordination (RC) (Gittell 2009, 2010, Gittell & 

Logan 2015) and Strategic Relational Leadership (SRL) (Hornstrup & Johansen 2013, Hornstrup 

2015) to develop quality and effectiveness in the delivery of services for people with dementia and 

their relatives (Hornstrup & Madsen 2016). A total of 41 leaders and around 675 staff have been 

involved in the R&D process. The process unfolded over 18 months, with the front line leaders as 

primary agents in the change process. They were supported by an internal and an external HR 

consultant, who was responsible for three days of teaching and training in the early stages of the 

process and the facilitating a learning process, meeting the leaders app. every 6 to 8 weeks. 

 

More specifically, the leaders from the Healthcare and Elderly Care department took part in a 

training process, from April 2014 and October 2014, with a Relational Coordination (Gittell 2010) 

and Relational Leadership (Hornstrup & Johansen 2015) focus, and from October 2014 to June 

2015 in a mutual learning and support process, involving both leaders and staff. The training 

process was a total of 5 days (3x1 days + 4x1/2 days) and the learning and support process was 5 
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days (10x1/2 days). The participants were app. 675 employees, 26 team leaders, 9 leaders, three 

department heads and the Director of Health and Social services. 

 

The overall process can be described in four phases: 1) Sense-making: Engaging middle managers 

and front line staff in exploring potential areas of improving quality and effectiveness in the 

delivery of services for people with dementia and their relatives. 2) Contexting: Senior managers, 

middle managers and front line staff engaging in co-defining, co-planning, specific interventions. 3) 

Implementing: Continued action learning through a planning, testing, evaluating process. And 4) 

Anchoring: Continued integrating learning and best practice in existing and new routines such as 

highly intensive cross-professional meetings and stronger and more frequent cross-organizational 

and cross-hierarchical leadership interaction. 

 

Research approach 

Working as practitioner researchers in cases like this, we need to integrate two parallel processes. 

First: A development process, working with local leaders with the aim to develop quality and 

effectiveness in the delivery of services for people with dementia and their relatives. This process is 

very complex, involving multiple stakeholders, relationships, processes and problems. A process 

where virtually any tool in the leadership and consultant “toolbox” is needed – and where different 

kinds of theoretical approaches is needed, to both understand and to work with the different issues. 

Second: A research process with the expectations of a clear research question or focus, a well-

managed and transparent research process and a clear and articulated theoretical and analytical 

approach to working with the data generated.  
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As researchers we have chosen to use an action research approach (McNiff & Whitehead 2008), 

with the ambition to both generate a deeper theoretical knowledge of the processes, and at the same 

time with an ambition to ‘move things forward’ in a way that the people involved find helpful or 

useful. In this perspective the ideas and practice we generate have to make a “difference that 

connects” in the sense that we them to generate new possible practices and move the situation 

forward in a useful direction (Barge, 2004). 

 

As action researches, we see the generation of both solutions to local problems, and the generation 

of knowledge as a social process where, everyone involved become co-researchers and practical co-

agents. As active participants we co-construct interpretations within the flow of the evolving 

process helping people to develop a meaningful working definition of the situation (Shotter 1993). 

When moving into practice the distinction between the researcher and the practitioner position 

become very blurred as the two are heavily intertwined. The two sides action and research co-

evolve and where research becomes a part of practicing and practicing becomes a part of research 

(Barge, Hornstrup & Henriksen 2010). “It is a wish to move action research towards an ambition to 

find ways of generating more practical sustainable organizational development” (McNiff & 

Whitehead 2008, p. 12). 

 

This approach to organizational research promote a focus on “…the quality of connections between 

the people involved as pivotal for building a healthy, enriching, and generative research project.” 

(Opcit. p. 26) Social activities like research are embedded in culture, language, knowledge and 

learning activities, as such, action research should help build new knowledge and give partners a 

stronger sense of ownership (Opcit.). One of the ways to do this is for action researchers and 

practitioners to move from trying to find ways to create outcomes that can be applied universally, 
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and instead see how they can construct their own personal theories to show what they are learning 

and invite others to learn with them (Opcit. p. 27). 

The ambition to generate “actionable” data inspired us to draw on very different research methods 

as well as very different research approaches. This included a survey before and after the 

intervention, using Generative Dialogues (Hornstrup 2015) to generate learning during the process, 

using field notes from the teaching and supervision days, and interviews with individual leaders and 

groups of leaders and employees using a semi-structured interview (Kvale 1996) approach after the 

intervention.  

 

We used a quantitative approach in form of a survey, where the staff involved were invited to 

answer questions on collaboration (Relational Coordination) (Gittell 2010), Relational Leadership 

(Hornstrup 2015), and on professional and quality issues (e.g. use of experiences and skills in the 

work with clients, engagement of relatives, self-determination of clients and shared protocols). This 

gave us an overview over how the overall patterns of strengths and weaknesses around the chosen 

variables looked like, and how they changed over time. 

 

From September 2014 until September 2015 we used a series of Generative Dialogues, both as a 

resource for developing practical solutions and as a way of generating qualitative data. Generative 

Dialogues draw on inspiration from Appreciative Inquiry, a generative and affirmative approach to 

action research (Cooperrider & Srivastva 1987). In an Appraciative Inquiry perspective, action 

research should build on four principles; To be generative, provocative, affirmative and useful 

(Opcit.). Generative Dialogues is a mix of traditional qualitative interviewing (Kvale 1996), 

interventive interviewing (Tomm 1988, Hornstrup, Tomm & Johansen 2009) and open ended 

dialogues. Where qualitative interviews are designed to unfold the experiences and narratives of 
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key stakeholders, interventive interviewing are inspired by family therapy and leadership coaching, 

where interventive questions are used to generate self-problem solving. 

 

Data from both Generative Dialogues and qualitative interviews were analysed using a Grounded 

Methods approach (Kvale 1996). 

 

Learning 

A key insight from the study is how a mixed methods approach (Ospina & Uhl-Bien 2012b) to 

conducting the research strengthens a possible deeper understanding of leadership and change as a 

relational activity from both philosophical perspectives. Qualitative approaches combined with 

constructionist perspectives creates deeper knowledge about how leadership development and OD 

processes can be experienced from within the process and quantitative studies helps us to see how 

these processes forms overall patterns across the entire organization (Opcit). In this case survey data 

makes it possible to include data from everyone involved, allowing us to compare the survey data 

with the qualitative data form interviews. The survey data gave us a view of the larger patterns of 

changes on key variables such as; Timely and Accurate communication, Shared goals and Shared 

knowledge, from different parts of the organizations, and interview data makes it possible to get a 

deeper understanding of local narratives and stories of sense-making around these patterns. 

 

As an example, the survey data shows that Relational Coordination scores increased by 30%, scores 

on Relational Leadership increased by 7,5%, and scores on quality and performance scores have 

increased by 37%. Qualitative date gave us a deeper insight into how to understand these changes: 

“(…)an organization-wide attention to cross professional collaboration has been developed. 

Especially the quality of cross-professional meetings has increased. Now that [ sic?] people from 
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all groups attend, the (cross-professional) meetings are well prepared and all leaders actively 

support this.” (Leader). “(…)by now, orienting beyond our own tasks is so integrated as a culture 

that each individual employee does it as a natural part of their everyday activities.“ (Teamleader). 

“Even if we have used a lot of staff and leader time in planning and developing cross-professional 

collaboration, we have been able to deliver the expected number of service hours (direct client 

time) as planned. And at the same time the quality of collaboration around complex processes has 

increased.” (Head of Elderly Care). 

 

A second insight from the study is how action research activities integrated in the development 

process, can be an amplifier of learning and change. In this case the Generative Dialogues  was used 

as a turning point in action research activities during the research process. It gave a detailed insight 

into some of the many significant micro-movements and micro processes, that either stops or 

pushes the process further. One of the Teamleaders describes this part of the process as a space 

where problems were solved: “Our main job as leaders is to help finding solutions to the problems 

faced by employees. If the challenge is that people don’t know each other, that’s where to start. If 

they find, that the task is not well described, this is where to focus. If people find it challenging to 

find the time to meet, that’s the problem to solve. The meetings (Generative Dialogues) helps us 

focus on where they find the biggest challenges, and finding ways to fix it as quickly as we can.” 

(Teamleder) This insight highlights how doing research with practitioners is seen as useful from the 

perspective of the practitioners, if we get the learning from the research back in action as the 

process unfolds.  

 

Future research  
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Following the invitation from Ospina and Uhl-bien (2012a) we find it highly relevant to use 

inspiration in both “entity” and “constructionist” leadership research. If we use different research 

perspectives, this can add on to our understanding of the subject studied, and help us “illuminate 

different variations of the leadership phenomena” (Ospina & Uhl-bien 2012a, p. xxi). Uhl-bien 

(2006) takes the first steps in this direction in her Relational Leadership Theory: “Relational 

Leadership Theory is the study of both relationships (interpersonal relationships as outcomes of or 

as contexts for interactions) and relational dynamics (social interactions, social constructions) of 

leadership.” (p. 667) This is an important first step to make difference in theoretical and 

methodological perspectives an asset rather than opposites.  

 

But even if both Uhl-bien (2006) and Hosking (2012) promote this integration, we still know 

surprisingly little about relational aspects of leadership and change from within the process of 

organizing and leading change. To gives us a deeper understanding of both the people/unit (entity) 

and relational/dialogic (constructionist) dimensions in the complexity involved in organizational 

change and transformation processes, a possible way forward is to integrate different research 

perspectives and different research methods.  

 

Combining these different sources of inspiration, we invite at least two areas of further research. 

First, be on how to understand the interplay between relational micro processes with teams of top- 

middle or front line managers and employees, and the macro processes of participation in times of 

change. How do processes within and between the managerial groups at different organizational 

levels enhance or prevent engagement in change? Second – and following this, it calls for 

combining different research approaches. The analytic quantitative approaches can give us one kind 
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on insight, and combined with constructionist qualitative and explorative study would give us other 

kinds of knowledge.  

 

Further, a stronger integration of research and practice is needed, if we want to get a deeper 

understanding of leadership and change. To get practitioners to take an active part in research, we 

recommend to follow the recommendations from Cooperrider & Srivastva (1989) – that action 

research should be both generate new ideas and theories but it should also generate applicable 

practical knowledge. And as Ospina (2012), we see a wide-open space for developing more creative 

and generative research methods beyond the suggestion above to mix existing research methods. 

Many OD practitioners have a wide variety of generative methods for creating organizational 

development and change, methods that in our eyes could form the base for new research methods. 

 

Looking at some of the specific themes emerging as a part of the research process, was the idea of 

resistance to change. There is little doubt that resistance and change seems to be an un-separable 

couple in both practitioner and research literature. As Balogun et.al. notes: “Recent research 

concentrates on two main questions: 1) why people resist and 2) how to overcome the resistance. 

These studies, while valuable in many respects, exhibit problematic assumptions about change 

resistance. The assumptions derive from a management biased perspective, a rationally based 

approach focusing on, for example, self-interest and conflicting schemas and considering change 

recipients solely as individuals.” (Balogun et.al. 2011. p. 2)  

 

Seen from a constructionist perspective, the almost automatic use of the label “resistance to change” 

in itself can be problematic as it positions non-decision makers in a negative position, disregarding 

the relational nature of leading change processes. As the notion and definition of resistance to 
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change is closely connected to the Change Management literature (Kotter 2011), it would be highly 

relevant to challenge this primarily top down view on change processes.  

 

A second line of research, closely connected to the issue of resistance, could focus on how the 

processes of change initiatives positions non-decision makers in the change process. A relevant area 

of further research is how we can understand to role and position of followers – e.g. middle 

managers who are supposed to be active in implementing change without being an active part of the 

decision making process. Different researchers have looked at e.g. how high involvement in 

strategy processes positively affects the successful implementation of new strategies (Steensen 

2008) and how the strategy process itself might prevent or promote middle manager’s participation 

in these processes (Vaara & Whittington 2012). But this still leaves us with an open question 

around how a relational approach to leading change might make a difference.  
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